
 

Indian 'Peace Force' launches Facebook clean-
up mission
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Thousands of Indians have signed up to an online campaign aiming to clean
Facebook of content they consider offensive, raising fears they are trying to
"morally police" the social networking site

Thousands of Indians have signed up to an online campaign aiming to
clean Facebook of content they consider offensive, raising fears they are
trying to "morally police" the social networking site.

Ravi Ghate, a social entrepreneur in the western city of Pune, set up the
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"Social Peace Force" group on Facebook a week ago following riots in
the area, sparked by controversial photos of local leaders posted on the
website.

Since then more than 15,000 people have joined the group, whose plan is
to click the "report spam" button en masse when they see a post they
deem offensive, in a bid to force Facebook to take it down.

"I was thinking, how can we tackle this problem... We must have some
method to stop it on Facebook, at the source," Ghate told AFP.

He said the group would only target religious posts that could provoke
riots, not political ones.

"Simply... a Youth Group to stop Anti-Social Messages on FB!" says a
message on the group page.

Riots broke out in Pune at the beginning of the month after pictures
appeared on Facebook showing a 17th century Indian warrior king
linked to a hardline local Hindu nationalist party, and Bal Thackeray, the
party's divisive late leader.

A Muslim man—who had no connection to the posting—was beaten to
death by members of a radical Hindu group during the riots, police said,
while dozens of buses were damaged.

A week later more violence erupted in the area over postings about B.R.
Ambedkar, one of the chief architects of India's constitution.

Despite the new group's peaceful intentions, some expressed concerns it
could threaten freedom of speech.

"Unfortunately, any effort to contain freedom of expression, even those
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with worthy intent, tend eventually to become subjective choices on
what is deemed 'offensive'," said Meenakshi Ganguly, South Asia
director of Human Rights Watch.

"It is perhaps better to use their own freedom of expression to disagree
with postings and inform opinion."

Mumbai sociologist Nandini Sardesai accused the force of "moral
policing".

While the group says it is focused on religious posts, it is political ones
that have proved problematic, she added.

Religiously diverse India, which is about 80 percent Hindu, has powerful
censors and tough laws against inciting communal violence.

Many authors and artists practise self-censorship for fear of sparking
unrest.

Facebook does not remove content from its site entirely unless it violates
the company's statement of rights and responsibilities, said Carson
Dalton, a spokesman in India.

"Facebook has created global community standards for content that we
believe are a very sound framework for allowing people to express
themselves while preventing harm that could result from things they
post," he added.
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